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THIS ISSUE: an editorial by our CEO : Compete and Succeed
Tech Articles: An HP 3500 shortcut you don't want to miss!
Plus: Maintenance Kit Instructions for LJ 4200 and others.
And news about your favorite printer parts company, LPT.

Liberty Parts Team’s 57,000 sq. ft. headquarters in Madison, Wis.

At its 57,000 sq.
ft. headquarters in
Madison, Wis., Liberty
Parts Team provides
service companies
worldwide with new and
remanufactured parts

lpt news
Exterior Remodeling
Complete

Liberty Parts Team,
a major reseller of new
and remanufactured laser
printer components,
completed an exterior
refurbishment of its
headquarters, says General
Manager Janine Masten.
“Reflective windows,
stucco and the simple backlit sign convey a modern, professional
look to our facility,” she says.
Formerly with Blah Blah Blah

LPT welcomes the following recent
hires, all of who are experienced in the
laser printer industry: Kyle Wagner
(2006) and Jonathan Lang (1997) to
inventory, Jason Meyering (2005) to
sales, Marcus DasFlores (2004) and
Vince Showalter (2004) to printer
refurbishing, and Elizabeth Velazquez
(2005) to mechanical rebuild.
And so it goes…
Exciting Autumn for LPT
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LPT had an excellent, recordbreaking late Summer/early Autumn,
says General Manager Janine Masten.
• August set records for total invoices,
customers, and credit applications.
• Total invoices in September
exceeded those of August by 999.

FOR RELIABLE
LASER PRINTER PARTS
CALL LPT

• October set records across the board.
Sales increased 32% from September,
total packages shipped grew 30%, and
total number of clients sold grew 8%.
October sales were approximately $2
million.

• We remanufacture
HP and Lexmark
fusing assemblies and
other laser printer
components for sale to
the wholesale service
market.
• We also offer new
parts for HP, Lexmark,
Okidata, Xerox and
Samsung printers.

Lexmark T640 Fuser

• JetDirect cards and
maintenance kits are
among our best selling
products.

Call for pricing on the latest Liberty
Parts Team remanufactured fuser
product, the Lexmark T640. All LPT
remanufactured fusers are produced by
our expert assembly team and checked
independently by our QC Department.
You can rely on us.

• We offer used and
new laser printers. Our
printer refurbishing
staff members have on
average 8.5 years of
experience with laser
printers

new PRODUCT

Editorial

COMPETE AND SUCCEED

Sothy Kum (2000)
Production Mgr.

Dennis Kosterman
(1991)
Tech Support Manager

Eddie Karlslyst (1995)
Printer Refurbishing /
Tech Support

Craig Kaltenberg (1991)
Quality Control Mgr/
Tech Support

Liberty Parts Team
3517 W. Beltline Hwy.
Madison, WI 53713
www.lbrty.com
888-444-8778

Some service companies offer free laser printer
service to end users who
buy their toner cartridges.
This is asking for a world
of trouble — bankruptcy
trouble.
Perhaps the owners of
these companies have a mistaken notion
of laser printer infallibility. The success
of Liberty Parts Team and other printer
parts resellers is based on the opposite assumption. Printers are essential and often
overworked office tools. They require both
routine and occasional maintenance, that is,
expected and unexpected repairs. Expensive
surprise maintenance calls can quickly erase
all profit. Fans are cheap, but diagnosing fan
errors and replacing them can tie up your
techs. Laser scanners, on the other hand, are
generally easy to replace but are themselves
expensive.

Some printers are more prone to expensive
repairs than others. Clients with several LaserJet 3500 or 3700 printers had better buy
a lot of toner from you, because these printers are susceptible to many different part
failures.
Even if the printers being serviced prove
inexpensive to maintain, the low margins are
worrisome. It is a desperate game. Instead of
competing fairly, the service company offering free printer service for toner recklessly
abandons profitability to win their competitors' accounts. Flushing away potential profits is a bad business model and the wrong
way to compete.
I encourage CEOs of service companies to
avoid this practice. Charge for laser printer
service. Compete fairly. Be profitable. Succeed. We at LPT are here to help.
				—David K. Reinke

RMA-Free Fuser Buyback Program
You won't switch back!
LPT offers the traditional advance exchange
program and an alternative which has proven
very attractive to some of our clients, none of
whom have switched back.
Traditional advance exchange: your account executive will assign you an RMA number that you fix to the outside of the package
of the returned product. You return the core
within 30 days.
RMA-Free Fuser Buyback Program: You
purchase our fusers and simply sell us your
cores at a set price. You work only with purchase orders and invoices. Since there is no

ADVANCE EXCHANGE =
TRACKING #, CREDITS & 30-DAY DEADLINE
RMA-FREE FUSER BUYBACK PROGRAM =
JUST BUY AND SELL BACK

deadline, you are free to bulk ship the cores to
us if that is cost effective for you.
Clients appreciate the simplicity of the
RMA-Free Fuser Buyback program. If deadlines, RMA tracking numbers and credits are
something you can do without, perhaps you
are ready to try this LPT innovation.
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TECH ARTICLES

A Simple Shortcut
A five-page article in the distinguished
competition’s Oct. 2007 tech bulletin (http://
www.partsnow.com/service_today/ST1007.
pdf) addresses a print problem with the HP
Color LaserJet 3500/3550/3700 series: absence of black, resulting in blank text documents and distorted color prints. Near the
end, we learn the most-probable cause: the

black developing clutch. The writer
gives a procedure for removing the
tricky image drive assembly to get
to the clutch and offers this warning: “As complicated as this sounds,
if you’re patient and follow all the
steps, it’s not that bad of a project.
Skip steps and you’ll see how bad
it can get.” The writer’s admission
‘believe me I tried to find a shortcut’ sparked the creative juices of
LPT’s Craig Kaltenberg, who set out to find a safer and much
quicker way to replace this clutch.
In five minutes Kaltenberg had discovered and tested the
shortcut. Here is the procedure.
1 Remove the Right Cover. Remove the three screws indicated in Fig. 1, and pull out from the bottom.
2 Unplug the blue cable (A) from the printer using your
thumbnail — do not pull the wires as they can come out of
the plug. Remove the e-clip (B), loosen screw (C) and remove
screws (D) and (E) in Fig 2.

1
D (remove)
B (remove)

A (carefully unplug) 3

3 There is now enough play in the image drive assembly to
allow removal of the clutch. Take hold of the clutch/shaft/
gear combination and maneuver it out as shown in Fig. 3a, 3b
and 3c. Be careful that the white bushing does not drop off.
Take note: the metal frame of the drive assembly, because of
the gentle pressure from your hand, will probably clear the rod
circled in Fig. 3a, and will be reset at the reinstall in Step 5d.
4 Separate the bushing and clutch from the gear and shaft.
The new clutch kit (Q1321-67925) includes a washer which
alleviates a noise problem. Slide this onto the shaft, then slide
on the new clutch, and finally, attach the bushing. See Fig.4
for the completed assembly.

C (loosen)

5 Install clutch/shaft/gear combination so that it looks like
Fig. 3a. Follow these steps.
E (remove)

a. Put the shaft in its recess.
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c. Position the white bushing so it fits into its hole in the drive
assembly, as in Fig. 3a.

PRONGS

d. Reach into the drive assembly with your fingers (Fig. 3b)
and help the metal rod pass through the hole in the assembly frame, thus tightening the assembly to the rest of the
chassis (Fig. 3a).

BUSHING

ROD
ROD

b. Rotate the prongs of the clutch straight up so they fit the
frame, as in Fig. 3a.

e. Recheck the white bushing, which may have shifted.
3a

3b

6 Replace and tighten screws, replace the e-clip, replug the
cable and re-install the right cover.
The LPT shortcut avoids an unnecessary procedure that
risks rending the printer inoperable and is so easy that I removed the clutch by myself in about a minute.
Simple shortcut=more profitable service call. LPT
				
—Robert Reinke
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Richard Jordan (1997)
Director of Purchasing
608-268-7609
Richard’s experience dealing
with the world’s largest resellers
and service companies combined
with his personal background, give
him a rare understanding of both
the domestic and international
laser part industry.

TRENDS

As LPT finishes its third
year of business, certain
trends have emerged in
2007
• LPT's fuser buyback
program is gaining
popularity and has been
adopted by competitors.
• LPT continues offering best pricing on laser
printer parts.
• A rapid increase of
new credit applications
and new clients signals
an overall shift in the
industry.

MAINTENANCE KIT
INSTRUCTIONS
HP LaserJet 4000,
4050, 4100

Brenda Barbian (1998)
Purchasing

Kim Schaefer (2005)
Purchasing

Bill Fitzgibbon (1995)
Expeditor

Duane Winkelman
(1996)
Printer Refurbishing

Liberty Parts Team
3517 W. Beltline Hwy.
Madison, WI 53713
www.lbrty.com
888-444-8778

Fuser Replacement.
1. Turn the printer off. Let the fuser cool for a few minutes.
2. Remove Rear Cover (Fig. 1). Facing the rear of the
printer, remove the rear cover/rear output bin by opening
it partway, flexing it enough to pop one hinge pin out of
the frame, and then sliding the other hinge pin out.
3. Remove additional covers and Duplexer. If a duplexer is
installed, slide it out the rear of the printer. If no duplexer
is installed, proceed as follows.
• 4000/4050 (Fig. 2): Remove the left and right duplex
access covers by pulling up and out on the bottom of each
cover.
• 4100: Slide out the Tray 2 Dust Cover.
4. Release Fuser. Loosen the two captive screws
(4000/4050) or rotate the blue locking levers up (4100).
5.	Pull Fuser out. Grasp it by the white plastic only — do
not pull on the black plastic diverter.
6. Install new Fuser. Reverse the preceding steps. On the
4100, make sure that the blue levers are rotated up before
installing the fuser. After installing it, rotate the levers
down to lock it in.
Transfer Roller Replacement.
1. Remove Toner Cartridge. Open the top cover and pull
out the toner cartridge. Put it in a dark place or cover it
while it is out of the printer.
2. Remove Transfer Roller (Fig. 3). The transfer roller is
mounted to the floor of the printer. To remove it, use a
screwdriver or pick to lift the left end of the metal shaft,
and then slide the roller to the left to free the right end
(on the 4000/4050 only, the right end can be pried up
just like the left end).
3. Install new Transfer Roller. To install the new roller,
slide the non-gear end of the shaft into the right holder
(on the 4000/4050, you can just snap it in), then push
down on the left end until it snaps in (make sure the
black plastic collar is properly oriented, with the open end
facing down). Take care not to touch the rubber surface
of the transfer roller – wear rubber gloves or handle the
metal shaft only. If the roller has a protective paper sleeve,
remove the sleeve after installing the roller.
MP Pickup Roller Replacement.
1. Remove Envelope Entrance Cover (Fig. 4). Open the
MP tray and locate the roller. Above it sits the envelope
entrance cover. Pull it toward you.
2. Remove Roller (Fig. 5). Pry open the blue latch on the
roller and then lift the roller out.
3. Install new Roller (Fig. 6). Make sure the pin on the
underside of the roller lines up with the hole in the shaft.
Secure the roller by closing the blue latch.
4. Replace Envelope Entrance Cover. Close the MP tray.

2

1

3

5

4

Pin

Hole

Roller Clip
Access Cover Latch
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Separation Roller Replacement (Fig. 7).
1. Remove Paper Cassette. It may also help to remove all
paper from the cassette. The separation roller is in the front
of the cassette.
2. Remove Access Cover. Release the latch and lift the access
cover to the left of the roller.
3. Remove Roller. Pinch the blue clip and slide the roller
off to the left. When installing the new roller, make sure
it locks into place. Also make sure to close and latch the
access cover.
Repeat these steps for any additional cassettes.
Feed Roller Replacement.
1. Locate and Remove Roller. The feed roller is mounted
to the feeder frame directly above the separation roller. To
access it, remove the paper cassette from the printer. The
5

4000 Maintenance Kit Contents
Qty.

Part Name

Part Number
4000/4050

Part Number
4100

1

Fuser

RG5-2661

RG5-5063

1

Transfer Roller

RG5-4283

RG5-5295

1

MP Pickup Roller

RG5-3718

RG5-3718

6

Feed/Sep.Rollers

RF5-1885

RF5-3114

feed roller is identical to the separation roller, and
is replaced the same way (except that there is no
access cover).
2. Repeat Step 1 for any additional cassettes.
Resetting the Maintenance
Message/Count.
1. Reset Maintenance Count. Turn the printer off.
Then press and hold the left (“-”) side of both the
Item and Value keys while powering on. Continue
holding these keys until the display reads “Reset
Maintenance Count” (on some printers, it will read
“Count”), then release them. Once the display goes
to “Ready,” print a configuration page and check that
“Pages Since Last Maintenance” has gone to zero. If
not, go to Step 2.
2. Change Maintenance Count in Service Mode.
On some printers (most notably, the LaserJet 4000
when a maintenance kit is installed prematurely –
before the “Perform User Maintenance” message
comes up), Step 1 will not work. In these cases,
you will have to go into service mode and directly
manipulate the maintenance count:
a. Turn the printer off. Then press and hold Select
and Cancel Job while powering on. Continue to
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hold these keys until all display lights are on, then
release them.
b. Press and release the right side of Menu, then
Select. The display will briefly show “Service
Mode” and return to this after initializing.
c. Go into the Service Menu and set “Maintenance
Count” to zero, one digit at a time (Value changes
the underlined digit; Select sets that digit and
moves to the next one – make sure to select all
digits). When finished, press Go twice to exit
the service mode. Caution: Do not change the
“Maintenance Interval” – in particular, do not
set it to zero! This can cause a permanent “49”
error and necessitate replacement of the formatter
board.
d. Print a configuration page. One of two things will
happen:
(1) “Pages Since Last Maintenance” will have
gone to zero (in this case, no further action is
required);
(2) “Perform User Maintenance” will come up on
the display. In this case, go back and perform Step
1, which will now work.
—Dennis Kosterman

Janine Masten,
General Manager.
Our GM is an experienced
leader. Most recently, she
managed a staff of 80 as VP
of Sales & Marketing at Full
Compass Systems Ltd., and
helped that company achieve
a growth of 52 percent ($50
million to $76 million) between
2002 and 2006. She also was
Worldwide Director of Sales
and Service at Lucasfilms THX
Division.
“I love being part of such
an optimistic and positive
company.” Masten says. “LPT
is not only about one company
growing fast. It is about helping clients do the same.”

LPT FACT

Our warranty rates
are as good as or
better than the
OEM's.
If you are sick of
warranties, it is
time to switch to
Liberty Parts Team.

MAINTENANCE KIT
INSTRUCTIONS
HP LJ 5Si, 8000, 81xx

Rich Russell (1996)
Account Executive
608-268-7601

Bruce Davis (1997)
Account Executive
608-268-7613

Kas Schafer (1997)
Account Executive
608-268-7607

Lisa Lytle (2007)
Customer Service

Liberty Parts Team
3517 W. Beltline Hwy.
Madison, WI 53713
www.lbrty.com
888-444-8778

FUSER REPLACEMENT (Refer to Fig. 1)
1. Turn the printer off. Warning: The fuser may be hot!
2. Open the left door. If a duplexer is installed, press the
green lever (a) and pull it out.
3. Rotate the blue fuser locking levers (b) downward to
unlock the fuser, and then remove the fuser by lifting up
on the finger handles (c) while pulling outward.
4. Reverse steps 2 and 3 to install the new fuser. Make sure
the locking levers are down while installing the fuser,
and rotate them up after installation to lock the fuser in.
Be sure to place the two envelope levers (d) in the down
position after installation.
TRANSFER ROLLER REPLACEMENT (Fig. 2)
1. Open the top cover and remove the toner cartridge. Put it
in a dark place or cover it up.
2. The transfer roller is mounted to the floor of the printer.
Lift the left end of the metal shaft, and then slide the
roller out to the left.
3. Unclip the transfer guide from the old roller and clip
it onto the new one. Take care not to touch the rubber
surface of the transfer roller – wear rubber gloves or
handle the metal shaft only.
4. To install the new roller, slide the non-gear end of the
shaft into the right holder, then, while holding the
transfer guide up, push down on the left end of the shaft
until it snaps in. Finally, press the transfer guide down
until it snaps in. If the roller has a protective paper sleeve,
remove the sleeve after installing the roller.
FEED/SEPARATION ROLLER REPLACEMENT
The same two feed/separation rollers (identifiable by blue
plastic, as opposed to the black plastic of the pickup roller)
are used for all 500-sheet cassettes – Trays 2 and 3 in the
main printer body, and Trays 4 and 5 in the Optional 2x500Sheet Feeder – as well as for the Optional 2000-Sheet Feeder
(Tray 4). The maintenance kit includes four pairs of these
rollers, for up to four trays. Removal and installation of the
rollers is the same in all cases: squeeze the retaining tab and
slide the roller off the shaft; then slide the new roller onto the
shaft and rotate it until it locks in. However, the procedure
for accessing the rollers differs for 500-sheet cassettes vs. the
2000-sheet drawer:

b



c

d




a

Duplexer may not be present



1


2

3



4
500-sheet cassettes (Fig. 3)
1. Remove the paper cassettes from the printer. Pull each out
until it stops, then press the colored tab on the right side
(8100/8150 only — the 5Si and 8000 do not have this
tab), lift the front end slightly to clear the stops, and pull it
the rest of the way out.
2. Replace the two rollers as described above.
2000-sheet drawer (Fig. 4)
1. Open the vertical transfer door on the right side of the
feeder to access the rollers.
2. Replace the two rollers as described above.
MAINT. MESSAGE/COUNT RESET: 5Si
1. If the display is showing “Perform User Maintenance,” go
into the Configuration Menu, find “Service Message =
On,” and use the + key to change it to “Off.” Then press
Select to save this setting.
2. If you have installed the maintenance kit prematurely,
before the “Perform User Maintenance” message comes up,
you will not find the service message in the menu. In this
case, you will have to go into the service mode and edit the
maintenance count:
a. Turn the printer off. Then press and hold ItemS and +
while powering on. Continue to hold these keys until all
7

5Si/8000, 8100/81xx Kit Contents
Qty

Part Name

PN 5Si/8000

PN 8100/50

1

Fuser

RG5-4447

RG5-6532

1

Transfer Roller

RF5-1412

RF9-1394

8

Feed/Sep. Rollers

RF5-1834

RF5-1834

display lights are on, then release them.
b. Press and release Select. The display will
briefly show “Service Mode” and return to this
after initializing.
c. Go into the Service Menu and set “Maintenance
Count” to zero, one digit at a time (+ changes the
underlined digit; Select sets that digit and
moves to the next one – make sure to select all
digits). When finished, press MenuS followed
by On Line to exit the service mode.
d. Print a configuration page. This should cause the
“Perform User Maintenance” message to appear.
Now go back and perform Step 1 to turn off the
message and reset the count.
8000/8100/8150
1. Turn the printer off. Then press and hold the left
(“‒“) side of both the Item and Value keys
while powering on. Continue holding these keys
until the display reads “Reset Maintenance Count”
(on some printers, it will read “Count”), then release
them. Once the display goes to “Ready,” print a
configuration page and check that “Pages Since Last
Maintenance” has gone to zero. If not, go to Step 2.
2. In some cases (especially if the maintenance kit is
installed prematurely – before the “Perform User
Maintenance” message comes up), Step 1 may not

work. In these cases, you will have to go into service
mode and directly manipulate the maintenance
count:
a. Turn the printer off. Then press and hold
Select and Cancel Job while powering
on. Continue to hold these keys until all display
lights are on, then release them.
b. Press and release the right side of Menu, then
Select. The display will briefly show “Service
Mode” and return to this after initializing.
c. Go into the Service Menu and set “Maintenance
Count” to zero, one digit at a time (Value
changes the underlined digit; Select sets that
digit and moves to the next one – make sure to
select all digits). When finished, press Go twice
to exit the service mode. Caution: Do not change
the “Maintenance Interval” – in particular, do not
set it to zero! This can cause a permanent “49”
error and necessitate replacement of the formatter
board.
d. Print a configuration page. One of two things will
happen: (1) “Pages Since Last Maintenance” will
have gone to zero (in this case, no further action
is required); (2) “Perform User Maintenance” will
come up on the display. In this case, go back and
perform Step 1, which will now work. LPT
				
—Dennis Kosterman

It’s Up To You.
At Liberty Parts Team, there are always options. New or refurbished. OEM or aftermarket.
We even devised a second fuser program.
We also feel clients should be able to choose their salesperson.
Please contact the general manager if you wish to make a change.
8

David Reinke
LPT President and CEO.
With high-tech company PDS from
1987-1988. In printer parts from
1989-1999 (PN owner and CEO),
2005-present (LPT owner and
CEO). His goal is for service company owners to make $20 more
on every service call. “We make
clients more profitable and help
them grow,” Reinke says. “Pricing
is a big part of that. We routinely
come in $100 less then our major
competitors on frequently used
parts, and this allows our customers to realize a 33% increase
in their profit of parts acquired
through us.” Another important
way we have of helping our clients,
Reinke says, is through the tech
and business tips shared in LPT
publications.

LPT FACT
We consistently
beat the competitions’ prices, sometimes by as much
as a $100. Your account executive will
be happy to provide
you a price quote.

MAINTENANCE KIT
INSTRUCTIONS
HP LJ 4200, 4300
& 4240/4250/4350

Dave Gress (1991)
Account Executive
608-268-7605

Wayne Tougas (1994)
Account Executive
608-268-7603

Gonzo Casas (1995)
Account Executive
608-268-7606

Colleen Longseth (2003)
Account Executive
608-268-4623

Liberty Parts Team
3517 W. Beltline Hwy.
Madison, WI 53713
www.lbrty.com
888-444-8778

FUSER REPLACEMENT:
1. Turn the printer off. Warning: The fuser may be
hot! Either wait five minutes for it to cool before
proceeding further, or handle it with caution.
2. If a duplexer is installed, remove it by lifting it
slightly and sliding it out the rear of the printer.
3. Fig. 2 Facing the rear of the printer, remove the rear
cover/rear output bin by opening it partway, flexing
it enough to pop one hinge pin out of the frame, and
then sliding the other hinge pin out.
4. Fig. 3 Squeeze the blue release tabs and pull the
fuser straight out the rear of the printer. Be careful
to grasp it by the white plastic only. Do not pull on
the black plastic diverter.
5. Install the new fuser by reversing these steps. Make
sure to push it in until both sides snap into place.
TRANSFER ROLLER REPLACEMENT:
1. Open the top cover and remove the toner cartridge.
Avoid exposing the cartridge to light for prolonged
periods; i.e., put it in a dark place or cover it while it
is out of the printer.
2. Fig. 4 The transfer roller is mounted to the floor of
the printer. To remove it, use a screwdriver or pick to
lift the left end of the metal shaft, and then slide the
roller to the left to free the right end.
3. Install the new roller. Slide the non-gear end of the
shaft into the right holder. Then, with the open end
of the black plastic collar facing down, push the left
end of the shaft down until it snaps in place. Take
care not to touch the rubber surface of the transfer
roller – wear rubber gloves or handle the metal
shaft only. If the roller has a protective paper sleeve,
remove the sleeve after installing the roller.
MP PICKUP ROLLER REPLACEMENT:
1. If the optional envelope feeder is installed, remove
it by pressing the release button on its left side
and pulling it forward. If there is no envelope
feeder, remove the front accessory cover.
2. Fig. 5a and 5b. Release the pickup roller by prying
outward on the latches located on each side at the
top of the roller, and lift the roller out.
3. To install the new roller, insert the pivot pins into
the lower mounting slots, and then rotate the
roller to the rear until the upper part snaps into
place.
SEPARATION ROLLER REPLACEMENT:
1. Fig. 6. Remove the paper cassette from the
printer. It may also help to remove all paper from
the cassette. The separation roller is in the front of
the cassette.

KIT CONTENTS (Fig. 1):
Qty

Part Name

Part #

Part #

Part #

1

Fuser

4200

4300

4240/50, 4350

RM1-0013

RM1-0101

RM1-1082

1

Transfer
Roller

RM1-0699

RM1-0699

RM1-0699

1

MP Pickup
Roller

RL1-0019

RL1-0019

RL1-0019

6

Feed/Sep.
Rollers

RM1-0037

RM1-0037

RM1-0037

1

2

3

4
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2. Release the latch and lift the access
cover to the left of the roller.
3. Pinch the blue clip and slide the
roller off to the left.
4. When installing the new roller,
make sure it locks into place. Also
make sure to close and latch the
access cover.
5. Repeat Steps 1 to 4 for any
additional cassettes.
FEED ROLLER REPLACEMENT:
1. Fig. 7. The feed roller is mounted
to the feeder frame directly above
the separation roller. To access it,
remove the paper cassette from the
printer. The feed roller is identical
to the separation roller, and is
replaced the same way, except that
there is no access cover. Note that
there is also a pickup roller with
white rather than blue plastic
behind the feed roller. It does not
need to be replaced at this time.
2. Repeat Step 1 for any additional
cassettes.
RESETTING MAINTENANCE
MESSAGE/COUNT:
1. Turn the printer off. On the 4200
or 4300, press and hold the √ key
while powering on. On the 4240,
4250, or 4350, power on first and
watch the display. When it begins
the memory count, press and hold
the √ key. In either case, continue
holding the √ key until all control
panel lights blink once and then
come back on and stay on (this
should take about 10 seconds),
and then release the key.
2. The display should come up
reading “Select Language.” Now
use the up or down arrow key to
scroll the display until it reads
“New Maintenance Kit,” then
press √ to select it. This will reset
the maintenance counter and clear
the “Perform User Maintenance”
message. LPT
		
—Dennis Kosterman
The Service Edge is the quarterly laser printer tech bulletin of Liberty Parts
Team, Inc. In addition to new material it reprints news and tech articles from the
company's monthly postcard-newsletter, which is free to LPT clients.
Editor-in-Chief: David K. Reinke; Editor: Robert Reinke;
Writers: Dennis Kosterman, Robert Reinke
©2007 Liberty Parts Team, Inc.
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LIBERTY
ADVANTAGES
LPT is a leading
reseller of laser
printer parts. Its chief
advantages are:
• Actively led by
CEO David K. Reinke,
an industry pioneer.

5b

• A happy, motivated
staff.
• A focus on quality
rather than cutting
corners.
For you, this all adds
up to great pricing and
great value, every day.

6

Liberty has its advantages!

"It is nice to work for a
company with a soul,"
—Jonathan Lang.
7

Liberty Parts Team Questions Answered
Liberty Parts Team Inc. provides new and refurbished laser printer parts for the wholesale market. This includes parts for HP, Lexmark, Xerox, Okidata and Samsung laser printers. Clients
appreciate LPT's reliable parts and low prices, as well as our technical bulletins and our knowledgeable tech support staff.
History. David Reinke started Liberty Parts Team in Jan. 2005, five years after selling his first
company, Parts Now. More than 60 pn employees have come to work for LPT, and their expertise
has been very helpful to the company’s success.
Experience. LPT has the largest assemblage of experienced laser printer professionals.   Our
technicians have an average of nearly five years experience, our sales staff eight-and-a-half years
and our tech support providers 15 years experience.  Many were with CEO David Reinke when
he was leading pn.
Stephen Mikkelson (2007)
Account Executive
(608) 275-3761

Technical Support. LPT offers free telephone technical support to clients, 8 a.m. to 6 p.m., Central Standard Time. Dennis Kosterman, Craig Kaltenberg, and Eddie Karlslyst have each been
working with printers for an average of 14 years and are extremely conscientious. Call toll free at
888-444-8778.
Pricing. Due to our non-restrictive OEM relationships, light overhead and small corporate payroll, we are freer than our competition to help you save money and get an edge on the competition.

Jason Meyering (2005)
Account Executive
(608) 268-7608

Fuser Repair Process. LPT currently offers two fuser programs. With the traditional Advance
Exchange Program, your account executive will assign you an RMA number that must be attached to the outside of the package of the returned product. LPT requires return of the product
within 30 days. The other option is the RMA-Free Fuser Buyback Program, in which the fuser
price is outright. A fixed core value which you pay up front is the buyback price from LPT. For
example: a fuser repair of $100 plus a $30 core is $130.  Sell the core back at $30 and work only
with purchase orders and invoices. RMA is eliminated in the process, reducing your workload.
Back Orders. LPT notifies clients immediately of back order situations, and upon receipt of the
product, asks whether the product is still required.

John Schuchart (2007)
Account Executive
(608) 275-3762

Shipping. LPT offers same-day shipping on all orders received by 6 p.m. Other companies offer free shipping but adjust prices accordingly. With LPT, you get great pricing while sharing
the substantial shipping discounts LPT receives from its carriers: DHL, UPS, FedEx, Roadway,
Saia, UTI, and LME.
Terms. For companies with D&B rankings and established credit worthiness, LPT offers 15- or
30-day terms. We also accept MasterCard, Visa, and American Express, and are happy to ship
COD as well.
Warranty. LPT offers a 90-day warranty on new parts and a six-month warranty on refurbished
parts.

Liberty Parts Team
3517 W. Beltline Hwy.
Madison, WI 53713
www.lbrty.com
888-444-8778
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